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Year-end tax planning strategies
Getting clients ready for tax season
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How do you turn payroll into
a high profit-margin service?
Put your payroll processing
on auto-pilot

C

“Great program. I would highly recommend
to other accountants. The program saves
tremendous time for the payroll processing….
In our company only one person is processing
the payroll for about 85 payroll clients…
When we used different software, about 5
employees were involved in payroll processing
and compliance.”

That’s what Payroll Relief® does—it puts your
payroll processing on auto-pilot.
You’ll never have to worry about doing direct
deposit, paying payroll taxes, filing payroll tax
returns, paying child support, or managing
garnishments. Payroll Relief does all of that
automatically, electronically, and on time with
100% guaranteed accuracy.
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— Bernice Geldenberg
ROZEL & HAYKIN CPA, PC, New York
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But that’s not all. Payroll Relief also eliminates
payroll data entry and the need to print and mail
paychecks in your ofﬁce.
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“My processing time decreased by over 50%”
— Corry Riley, Brookville, PA

Highest Rated!
3-Years Running, CPA Practice Advisor

That’s how your firm can process payrolls faster
than ever before with little staff time and no
compliance headaches.
Last but not least, you get all this power for a
very modest investment.
Add all these factors – minimal software cost,
little staff time, and virtually no professional
time – and now you know how Payroll Relief
turns payroll into a highly profitable service.

To learn more about this breakthrough in
payroll, visit www.TrustPayrollRelief.com
and watch a short video or call 888.999.1366.

Unlimited Payrolls for
One Full Year for just $1495*
*Limited time offer. Some restrictions may apply.

PR Payroll Relief ®
by

AccountantsWorld

®

The payroll system for professionals
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W

hile tax season won’t begin in earnest
until the W-2s and 1099s arrive, practitioners need to touch base with their
clients well before then to discuss any yearend tax planning strategies that may be appropriate for reducing a client’s taxes. In evaluating the most suitable approach, one of the first
things to consider is whether tax rates will go
up or down next year. Currently, no significant
change in tax rates is expected in 2016. Thus,
the marginal tax rates should remain the same,
with the top tax rate being 39.6%.
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For 2015, this top rate applies to incomes over
$413,200 (single), $464,850 (married filing jointly and surviving spouses), $232,425 (married filing separately), and
$439,000 (heads of households). However, as discussed
below, a 3.8% net investment income tax may also apply
to certain high-income taxpayers, and there are strategies
to consider when dealing with this additional tax.
POSTPONING INCOME, ACCELERATING
DEDUCTIONS
Typically, if a client is expected to be in a lower tax bracket
in the future, it generally makes sense to defer income
into later years and accelerate deductions into the current year. This strategy can help move the taxpayer into a
lower tax bracket in the current year. It can also help the
taxpayer avoid crossing the threshold at which he or she
is subject to the net investment income tax or subject to
losing all or part of certain deductions (e.g., the dependency exemption). In addition, lowering the taxpayer’s income and accelerating expenses into the current year can
make it easier to deduct expenses subject to the 2%-ofadjusted-gross-income threshold.
Some actions to consider in postponing income are:
n Pushing the sale of a gain-generating asset into the
next year;
n Structuring the sale of a gain-generating asset as an
installment sale;
n Deferring any year-end bonuses;
n Using the like-kind exchange provisions to defer recognizing gain on dispositions of business or investment
property; and
n Delaying the collection of outstanding accounts receivables until the following year.
Some actions to consider in accelerating deductions
are:
n Making fourth-quarter state estimated tax payments in
the current year;
n Prepaying property taxes due the following year;
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n Prepaying January’s mortgage in December;
n Bunching medical and dental expenses into the current

year if it’s expected that those expenses for the current
and following year will exceed the AGI floor limitation
applicable to such expenses;
n Moving future charitable donations into the current
year; and
n Harvesting losses from stocks or other assets by selling them before year end.
Note that, because short-term capital gains are taxed
at ordinary income rates, if a client’s income includes
such gains, then harvesting short-term capital losses first
to offset those gains is advisable.
ACCELERATING INCOME, POSTPONING
DEDUCTIONS
Alternatively, if a client expects a substantial increase in
income or anticipates using a less favorable tax filing status in the next year, accelerating income into the current
year or deferring deductions to the following year may be
an appropriate strategy to lessen the client’s tax bill next
year. Actions to consider for accelerating income are:
n Creating incentives for customers or clients to pay outstanding receivables in the current year;
n Advance billing of clients;
n Moving up planned retirement plan distributions to the
current year rather than taking them in the next year
(assuming the 10% penalty tax on early distributions to
individuals under 59½ years old does not apply);
n If installment payments are being received, moving
more installment income into the current year by either
selling the installment note, having the debtor pay off
the note, or using the note as collateral on a loan;
n Settling any legal disputes that might result in taxable
income before next year;
n Selling gain-generating assets this year; and
n If government bonds on which interest income is being
deferred are owned, making the election to recognize
interest income currently, including interest deferred from prior years.
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WARNING :

Ruby used to suffer
from MSTS.
Manual Sales
Tax Syndrome

Manual Sales Tax Syndrome (MSTS) is treatable.
Ask your accountant about AvaTax today.
Find out if Avalara AvaTax™ is right for you:
www.avalara.com/joa

1-877-811-0918

Some side effects of AvaTax
implementation are common
and well documented. These
include, but are not limited to:
greater sense of ease and wellbeing, significantly reduced risk
of penalties and interest in the
event of an audit, greater focus
on profit-making activities,
more free time to enjoy the
things you love — including
family and friends. If you
experience any of these very
common side effects, contact
your accountant immediately.
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Strategies to consider for deferring deductions include:

n Delaying the purchase of business property that

n

n

n
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will generate depreciation and Sec. 179 deductions;
Bunching deductions (e.g., charitable contributions, expenses for
medical and dental visits and surgery
(to the extent they exceed the applicable limitation), property taxes, etc.) into
the following year;
Delaying the payment of state estimated
tax payments to the following year, but taking into consideration any late-payment penalties;
Delaying any actions that might establish the
worthlessness of a debt until the following year
when a bad debt deduction can be taken; and
Postponing the sale of loss-generating property.

NET INVESTMENT INCOME TAX
Additionally, practitioners must consider the impact of the
net investment income tax, which applies to individuals,
estates, and trusts with income over a specified threshold.
The tax is 3.8% on the lesser of net investment income
or the amount by which the taxpayer’s modified adjusted
gross income (MAGI) exceeds a threshold amount. That
threshold amount is $250,000 for married filing jointly and
surviving spouses, $125,000 for married filing separately,
and $200,000 for all others.
To lessen exposure to the net investment income tax,
and if it otherwise makes good financial sense, taxpayers should consider moving income-producing investments to tax-exempt bonds, thereby lowering their MAGI
and avoiding the net investment income tax. Because
dividends are subject to the net investment income tax,
pursuing growth stocks over dividend-paying stocks may
be appropriate. The capital gains won’t be subject to the
net investment income tax until the stocks are sold, and
capital gains, unlike dividends, can be offset by capital
losses.
Additionally, because the net investment income tax
applies to income from passive activities, it is worth
seeing if anything can be done to reclassify a client’s
passive activity to a nonpassive activity. One of the biggest sources of passive activity income is rental income,
which is per se passive income. However, such income
is not automatically considered passive if the taxpayer
qualifies as a real estate professional.
If a taxpayer meets the requirements to be a real
estate professional, and the taxpayer materially participates in the activity, the income from the activity is
not passive income. Material participation is determined
for each rental activity separately, unless the taxpayer
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makes the election to treat all
rental activities as a single activity. If the separate or grouped activities
qualify as a trade or business, the income from
them is excluded from the net investment income tax
under the “ordinary course of a business” exception.
In addition, under a special safe harbor, a taxpayer that
is a real estate professional as defined in the passive loss
rules can exclude income from a rental activity from net
investment income if he or she participates in the rental
activity for more than 500 hours per year, or for more than
500 hours or more in any five tax years out of the past 10
tax years. If a real estate professional taxpayer makes
an election to group all rental activities as a single rental
activity under the passive loss rules, the election applies
for net investment income tax purposes. Practitioners
should ensure that clients eligible to group rental activities
together do so because it will generally make it easier to
qualify as a real estate professional and easier to offset
nonpassive income with rental activity losses while avoiding the net investment income tax.
Practitioners should also review clients’ participation
levels in an activity and, if a client is near the cutoff between materially participating and not materially participating, recommend that the client put in additional hours
to bring his or her participation level up to that of materially participating.
Where a client with passive activities is meeting the criteria for applying the net investment income tax rules for
the first time, a review of the client’s prior passive activity grouping elections may be appropriate to see if new
groupings can reduce or avoid the net investment income
tax. By grouping two activities into a larger activity, the taxpayer need only show material participation in the activity
as a whole rather than in each activity. While regrouping
after 2013 or 2014 is not generally allowed unless the prior
grouping was clearly inappropriate or there is a material
change in facts and circumstances, a special net investment income tax rule allows taxpayers to regroup activities
in the first year in which they meet their applicable MAGI
threshold and have net investment income.
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by leading practitioners
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Commentary
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Up-to-date reporting
and insight from Daily
Tax Report®, BNA
Insights, and more

Practice Tools

Includes chart builders,
client letters, sample
documents, and
navigators

Primary
Sources
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Where Tax Research Begins and Ends
Only Bloomberg BNA offers the unique combination of our renowned Tax Management ® Portfolios
together with all of the tools and resources you need to provide exceptional tax guidance.
•
•
•
•

Over 550 Tax Management Portfolios covering hundreds of tax topics and transactions in unparalleled depth
Providing the collective expertise of more than 1,000 leading practitioners and outside experts
Incorporating practical examples, working papers, and sample documents
Fully integrated with 4,000+ Fast Answers, time-saving practice tools, news, and primary sources

Achieve new levels of excellence with the expertise that only comes from Bloomberg BNA.

Start a FREE trial of the Tax and Accounting Center™
Visit www.bna.com/btac144 or call 800.372.1033
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Because distributions from a qualified plan are not subject to the net
investment income tax, practitioners
may want to recommend that individual clients with their own businesses start a qualified plan.
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CHARITABLE DONATION
PLANNING
Practitioners who have clients with hefty stock portfolios may want to recommend to those wishing to make
charitable contributions that
they consider using appreciated
corporate stock. Assuming a client
itemizes deductions, not only is the
cost of the stock deductible, but the
appreciation on the stock is deductible as well. Otherwise, if the stock is
sold, the appreciation may be subject
to capital gains tax and the net investment
income tax.
RETIREMENT PLANNING
A practitioner should not forget to impress upon clients the
tax savings associated with maxing out their retirement
plan contributions. For 2015, the limitations on 401(k),
403(b), and 457(b) plan contributions is $18,000. For a
taxpayer in the 25% tax bracket, that equals a tax savings of $4,500. The catch-up contribution limitation for individuals age 50 and older is $6,000. That translates into
another $1,500 of savings for an individual in the 25% tax
bracket for a total tax savings of $6,000. If a client’s employer provides a 401(k) match, it’s especially important
that the client contribute the maximum amount required to
get the full match from the employer. Otherwise, the client
is leaving free money on the table.
For individual retirement arrangements (IRAs), the
maximum deductible contribution is $5,500, with a catchup contribution of $1,000.
Additionally, for high-income individuals covered by an
employer’s retirement plan, there is always the option of
investing in a nondeductible IRA. While this option is not
right for most people, the tax deferral may still be worth
something, depending on a client’s situation and the type
of assets funding the IRA. First, the downside. Putting
money in a nondeductible IRA rather than a taxable account means the client can’t reach the money until he or
she turns 59½ without incurring a penalty.
Additionally, capital gains in a taxable account, as opposed to in an IRA, are taxed at the reduced capital gain
rates, whereas money withdrawn from an IRA is taxed at
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the client’s regular tax rate. However, if
the IRA is funded with 30-year bonds instead,
the net amount at the end of the 30 years will yield more
income to the client even after paying taxes on the IRA
withdrawal as a result of compounding the interest income
and not having to currently pay taxes on that interest.
Finally, it may be advantageous for clients who
haven’t done so already, to convert their IRA to a Roth
IRA. While the client will pay tax on the amount of deductible contributions that have been made to the IRA
and all the appreciation that has taken place in it up to
that point, the future appreciation in the account will be
tax-free if certain requirements are met (i.e., a five-year
waiting period has passed and the account owner is age
59½ or over, disabled, or deceased). Whether such a
conversion is the right path for a particular client depends on several factors.
First, since the client will have to include the amounts
converted, other than nondeductible contributions to the
account, in income, converting an IRA during a year a
client is in a lower tax bracket makes more sense than
if the client is in a higher tax bracket. Second, the client
should consider when he or she is going to need the
money in the account. The benefits of a Roth IRA account increase the longer the money is in the account.
So if a client’s time horizon for keeping the money in the
account is short, converting to a Roth IRA may not be in
the client’s best interest.
Finally, because there are no required minimum distributions from a Roth IRA as there are from a traditional
IRA, if the client’s tax rate will be the same or higher in
years when an RMD is required, then converting to a
Roth IRA may make sense. n
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UltraTax CS tax preparation software is packed with easy-to-use, timesaving
features that help your tax practice achieve peak performance. Are you ready
to raise your game? Learn how at CS.ThomsonReuters.com/TaxAdrenaline.
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